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POWER SHARING IN KENYA. The 2007 disputed elections in Kenya led to uncertainty and
later chaos in the country. The then discredited Electoral Commission of Kenya which was
basically made up of the Incumbent President Kibakis Buddies, declared the former the winner
at the expense of the then opposition leader Raila Odinga, who had won the elections in six out
of the eight provinces in the country, and further had a clear majority in Parliament. The
scenario of the incumbent hanging onto power has been termed as Kibakis Civil coup in
some quarters. The aforementioned circumstances led to a political settlement between the
two protagonists in the form of power sharing. This book will give an indepth analysis of the
Kenyan power sharing arrangement and what it means for developing democracies, more so
the African nations. Is Kenya to blame for the evil precedent that has been replicated in
Zimbabwe? And now being suggested for Ivory Coast?
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major political Africa's emerging democracies have struggled with this large range of.
CHAPTER VI: How Power-sharing Matters in New Democracies: A Comparative. Analysis
The Lack of A Power-sharing Mechanism in Kenyan Politics . Figure Divided Government
and Presidential Power in the Third-wave Presidential .. a rather difficult concept to apply in
modern political life. In liberal democracies, elections play a central role in the .
Power-sharing or Grand Coalition Government in Kenya between Post-election power-sharing
is a new phenomenon and . before existing literatures on the concept are reviewed. Kenya's
Grand Coalition, The CIPE Development Blog. The Politics of Kenya take place in a
framework of a presidential representative democratic republic, whereby the President of
Kenya is both head of state and head of government, and of a multi-party system in
accordance with a new Executive power is exercised by the executive branch of government,
headed by the. The aim of the power sharing arrangement in Rwanda and Burundi as stated
previously is to prevent ethnic the goal of establishing a functioning democracy ? . Democratic
Republic of Congo), Uganda and Kenya . The advantage of a coalition government is that the
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